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Chapter Services Program
The Georgia Conference of AAUP provides services 
to campus chapters in the following areas:

• Academic Freedom and Tenure
• Campus Governance,
• Institutional Budget and Financial Analysis
• Media Relations, and
• Chapter Organization and Program Development

If you or your chapter needs assistance or has a 
question about AAUP,  
call the Chapter Services Director,
Steve Anthony
404-219-7790
scanthony@mindspring.com

IF YOU HAVE A PROBLEM...
related to your employment or professional activities 
as a faculty member and you believe AAUP may be 
of assistance, contact the current President of your 
campus chapter of the AAUP or Dr. Matthew Boedy, 
Coordinator of  Committee A for the GA Conference 
of the AAUP.  See last page of this newsletter for 
Matthew’s contact information.
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At the Spring membership meeting of the GA Conference of the AAUP, 
Brian Turner, then chair of the Assembly of State Conferences, AAUP, was 
our keynote speaker.

Turner summarized the historical context in which proposals for reorga-
nization of the AAUP surfaced at the national level. Beginning in 1977, the 
Supreme Court decision (Abood v. Detroit Board of Education) permitted 
states to collect “agency fees” from employees who didn’t want to pay full 
dues to join the union at their place of employment. This avoided a situation 
in which unions had to deal with “free riders” who benefitted from contrac-
tual arrangements unions negotiated but didn’t join the union. With this de-
cision, the Supreme Court essentially let stand the practice of requiring persons to pay something 
for the benefits they received in relationship to the costs involved in negotiating union/manage-
ment contracts. Usually, this amount was about 3/4 of what actual full dues would be.

In 2018, the Supreme Court rendered a second, related decision in the case of Janus v. AF-
SCME (American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees).  Janus claimed the 
requirement to pay the above-mentioned “agency fee” violated his First Amendment rights.  A 
Federal District Court and the 7th Circuit court upheld the Abood decision.  But on June 27, 
2018 (with Neil Gorsuch on the bench), the Supreme Court overturned this decision on First 
Amendment grounds.  In effect,  the court argued that avoiding the risk of free riders is not a 
compelling state interest and the duty of fair representation is manageable without payment of a 
fee. Justices Kagan, Ginsburg, Breyer, and Sotomayor dissented but did not prevail.

At the time of this decision, the AAUP had a total of 52,742 members, 11,000 of whom paid 
agency fees and 9,970 of whom were Advocacy (non-union) members such as we are in Georgia. 
In light of this decision, however, the AAUP began working on modeling projections to deal with 
the anticipated revenue loss and determined that restructuring would be necessary to sustain its 
organization (in some alternate form) over the long run.

Turner then outlined proposed changes to the existing AAUP structure. These included the 
following:

Turner Outlines Changes To AAUP’s Organizational Structure

Brian Turner
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One of the major, and I think, important 
responsibilities of the Executive Director of the 
GA Conference is to be available for any member 
or non-member faculty persons who reach out to 
inquire about, seek help with, or want to discuss 
sensitive issues affecting them that arise in the 
course of their employment as faculty.  In the past 
year or so, I have found this to occur much more 
frequently than I realized could be the case.  Due 
to the nature of such conversations, I cannot share 

much with you about them, other than generic descriptions that could 
affect you some day.  I am more than pleased to be able to do this as a 
service from the State Conference and invite you to continue to reach 
out to me, Matthew Boedy (Chair of Committee “A”), or our President, 
Scotty Scott.

Another service provided by the Conference is consultation to 
various faculty who need or want information on how to do things in 
the operation of their Chapters.  This includes speaking to Chapters 
from time to time and I solicit your invites if you believe this is needed 
or would be helpful on your campus.

One issue I want to bring to your attention is an effort in 
Georgia, and other states for that matter, that is spilling over into the 
faculty realm.  A subsidiary, for lack of a better term, of the United 
Communication Workers of America (UCWA) has been launched 
in Georgia, whose aim is to advocate on behalf of state employees in 
academia.  It is almost exclusively focused on staff, hourly employees, 

Executive Director’s Report
by Steve Anthony, Executive Director

cont. Turner Outlines Changes to AAUP’s Organizational Structure ...

National Meeting - The size and scope of this meeting would be 
changed by holding it on a biennial rather than an annual basis [in 
even-numbered years].  In part, this would eliminate the need for the 
AAUP cutting services or laying off treasured staff. 
 In addition, 

• the meeting would be attended by delegates from chapters 
(with each chapter entitled to one delegate per 250 members 
or a fraction thereof ).

• only delegates would have the right to vote. 

• elections would involve weighted votes, depending on a 
chapter’s membership total.

• current procedures allowing weighted votes for other matters 
would be retained (and likely used more regularly).

• the maximum number of delegates per chapter would be 
set at 10. Individual members of the national AAUP could 
attend this meeting but would be without voice or vote.

• no Conference on Higher Education would be organized 
this year.

• those attending the national meeting in June, 2019 will 
walk through all of the above-mentioned changes and make 
decisions about what the organization will look like going 
forward.

and similar status individuals.  We welcome their involvement on behalf 
of those employees and wish them success in their efforts.  They have 
been reaching out to faculty as well, however, and trying to get them to 
join their efforts.  

Most faculty are not aware of a very important distinction between 
this group and our own.  First, as many of you know, there are no 
collective bargaining rights in Georgia and, therefore, this organization 
cannot advocate for you as faculty from that standpoint.  In contrast, 
we in the AAUP seek to “educate” state leaders on your behalf. This is 
not a frivolous distinction.  Second, the Executive Committee of the 
GA Conference of the AAUP met with representatives of the UCWA 
last year.  At that meeting, UCWA representatives made clear that they 
understand faculty are our purview and they are not well-informed 
about what our issues are.  Third, despite these two differences, UCWA 
staff are trying to get faculty to join their organization, and pay dues 
for them to “represent” faculty along with, their main interest, staff.  
Our issues are hardly ever aligned and, sometimes--and this is just a 
fact of life--we are on different sides of particular issues.  Certainly, in 
the laws of Georgia, we are treated differently--not better or worse, 
just differently.  If they do manage to persuade faculty to join their 
organization,  in my judgment this has the potential of creating two 
voices claiming to speak for faculty but saying different things to state 
leaders.  Things are tough enough without having that additional 
confusion.

Thank you. 

• Summer Institutes will continue.

Censure Policy Decisions - The Council rather than the attendees at 
the national meeting would have the authorization to impose censure and 
sanctions and enact policy changes in these. Committee A would still exist.  
Its membership is appointed by the President. Currently, it recommends to 
the national meeting, but in the proposed plan it would recommend to the 
Council only.

Composition of the Council - Currently there are 32 members on 
Council, four of whom are officers.  The Assembly of State Conferences 
(ASC) Executive Committee has six members. There is an AAUP Collective 
Bargaining Congress (AAUP-CBC). Two members of the latter two groups 
serve as ex-officio members of the Council (with one current vacancy in re-
lation to the ASC). The proposed restructured Council would be composed 
of: 
 3 Officers - President, Vice President, Secretary-Treasurer 
 5 Regional Members and 3 At-Large members, all elected at-large by  
 delegates at the national meeting. 
The past AAUP president would be nonvoting and ex-officio for two years.

Georgia is in a region overseen by the ASC that includes Texas, Tennes-
see, Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana, Alabama, Kentucky, West Virginia, 
and Virginia.  According to AAUP records, the GA Conference of AAUP 
had about 375 members in April of 2019.
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Born in Atlanta, Mel grew up in Cedartown, 
GA. He became an Eagle Scout and was a youth 
leader in his church.  In 1961, he graduated with 
honors from Carson-Newman College with a BA 
in History and went on to receive MA and Ph.D. 
degrees from Vanderbilt University. In 1964, he 
began employment at West Georgia College (now 
University of West Georgia) where he taught Mod-
ern European and German History.

A member of the History Department faculty at the University of 
West Georgia for 40 years (one of the longest-serving members of the 
faculty), Dr. Steely served as president of the West Georgia chapter 
of the AAUP and president of the GA Conference of the AAUP. For 
twenty years he was the liaison between the Georgia Conference of the 
AAUP and the Georgia Legislature, working with the Conference mem-
bership to set the legislative agenda for the Conference and lobbying 
senators and representatives in an effort to address matters of concern 
to faculty in higher education. He met on a regular basis with legislative 
representatives at the capitol, personnel in the Chancellor’s Office, and 
with members of the Board of Regents.  He attended Georgia House 
and Senate hearings on bills of concern to higher education, serving 
as a liaison between government officials and those employed in the 
University System of Georgia. He also served multiple terms on AAUP 
national committees. 

He was a recipient in 1993 of the Akin Award from the GA Confer-
ence. This award was established in 1984 and is given, when deemed 
appropriate, to persons who render outstanding service to the cause of 
academic freedom. Mel became the fourth person to receive the award 
over the 9-year period of time in which it had then existed.  Sandra 
Thornton, Professor of Political Science at Georgia Tech, and the second 
recipient to receive the same award, made the presentation to Mel. She 
referred to Mel as a person who “knows Georgia politics, politicians, 
and the political process” as a consequence of his work with legal repre-
sentatives at the state and national levels.

Mel was praised for his efforts to channel the institution of govern-
ment to promote the welfare of higher education.  Highlights of his 
achievements in Georgia include the battle against competency-based 
education in the 1970s, the amendment to the Open Records law 
protecting the confidant of research involving human experiences, and  page 4

the bill that permits AAUP membership dues to be paid through payroll 
deduction. In recognition of such achievements, in 1997 he was also the 
recipient of the Al Sumberg Award, which AAUP presented between 1995 
and 2016 to a person or organization that had been particularly effective 
in lobbying on issues furthering the interests of higher education or in 
furthering such lobbying interests on a state level.  

Mel also collaborated with Don Wagner on many other initiatives 
and court cases that contributed to the development of valued profes-
sional policy and procedures in higher education in Georgia.  He traveled 
extensively to meeting after meeting to address and advocate for faculty 
concerns.  And he did this while devoting significant time and resources to 
his children and grandchildren to assist them in becoming as independent 
and successful as they could be, serving actively in his church community, 
the Boy Scouts, and several historical societies.

At the time he received the Akin award, after retiring from active duty 
in the AAUP, no one else in the GA Conference was ready to step up to 
put in the time and energy on our behalf that Mel had over so many years.  
Recognizing this, Mel suggested the AAUP encourage its membership to 
contact their legislators on a regular and individual basis. Steve Anthony, 
who currently serves the Georgia Conference of the AAUP as our liaison 
with the Georgia Legislature, continues to support Mel’s suggestion to this 
day.

As a boy, Mel was introduced to politics by his father and through the 
years worked in political campaigns for both the Democrat and Repub-
lican parties. One of his department Chairs in the History Department, 
Steve Goodson, said Mel “had an increasingly rare capacity to commu-
nicate with those who disagreed with him politically.”  He served as the 
curator for the Speaker Thomas B. Murphy and Congressman Bob Barr 
collections in the Ingram Library at the University of West Georgia and 
also authored a biography of Newt Gingrich.

Mel long enjoyed drawing people into conversations about matters of 
consequence, often by making absurd and provocative statements with an 
almost impish enjoyment one could visibly discern.  As a result, he initi-
ated countless interchanges, a number of which actually turned out to be 
productive and meaningful for those in conversation with him.

He once described someone as “having a rude approach to the truth”-- 
a phrase that could readily be applied to too many in public life today.

How to Contact the National AAUP
AAUP – aaup@aaup.org (202-737-5900)

E-mail addresses for frequently contacted departments: 
Academe ................................................................academe@aaup.org
Academic Freedom & Tenure ..................academicfreedom@aaup.org
Membership ..............................................................rlewis@aaup.org
Chapter and Conference Services ........................ csimeone@aaup.org
Research ................................................................. aaupfcs@aaup.org

In Memoriam - Melvin T. Steely, Ph.D. 
May 9, 1939 - January 13, 2019
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From the President
Robert M. “Scotty” Scott 
Augusta University

cont. In Memoriam - Melvin T. Steely, Ph.D. ...

There is always a lot going on in the 
Georgia AAUP, and this year is certainly 
no exception.  We are one of the largest 
non-collective-bargaining AAUP “Advo-
cacy” Conferences in the nation and, as 
of this month, we have 420 members and 
active chapters at 13 public and 6 private 
four-year colleges and universities.  Our 
state Conference is the most active in the 
Southeast, and our issues have the atten-
tion of the national AAUP when needed.  

As most of you are aware, we have no staff other than volunteers 
like you and me.  All our committees and their chairs are listed on 
the last page of this newsletter; all are volunteers, and we are always 
looking for more.  If you are interested in joining any of our existing 
committees, contact information for the chairs is right there for you. 
If your interests and/or expertise overlaps with one of the committees 
that is currently without a chair, we invite you to consider becom-
ing its chair.   Our mission as an advocacy organization is to help all 
faculty members--whether they are members or not--on any issues 
concerning academic freedom, tenure, and shared governance.  We 
can help more when we have more members to share the effort.  My 
thanks to those who have been contributing their time and effort on 
behalf of all of us!

Technically, this year is not an election year, but in the age of 
cable news and the internet politics never stops.  As an organization 
we cannot endorse specific parties or candidates, but we can certainly 
endorse policies and speak out about needed and proposed legisla-
tion. Much has been written and much more has yet to be written 
and spoken about concerning student tuition everywhere and fund-
ing for both public and private institutions. Gender and racial equal-
ity of opportunity are always issues involving faculty; and related pay, 
benefit, and promotion/tenure disparities always deserve reasoned 
analysis.  The pay disparity between administrators and faculty as 

well as the ever-rising numbers of administrative staff relative to numbers 
of faculty need review at every opportunity.  We need to ask ourselves, how 
can our AAUP chapters help in these efforts?

Each of us has academic freedom rights that are explained very well in 
AAUP publications including The Redbook. Ultimately, they are all based 
on the original 1915 “Declaration of Principles of Academic Freedom 
and Tenure” as well as its current version, approved in 1940 and modi-
fied slightly in 1970.  These principles are not new, but they are not well 
understood. They are worth re-reading if you have not done so recently. Of 
particular interest as we head toward elections is the discussion on “extra-
mural speech,” the aspect of academic freedom that ensures not only your 
rights as a citizen but also your right to speak out publicly in areas which, 
as a faculty member, you have appropriate expertise.  The underlying rule 
is to make it clear, and to say so in writing if you are submitting anything 
in writing, that you are speaking only for yourself as a citizen and/or as an 
expert in your academic field, and not for your institution.  Preclearance is 
not necessary, but make sure you know what the rules are and follow them.

What are some of the issues we are facing this year as an organization or 
professionals?  They are the same ones we always face:  protecting academic 
freedom for ourselves and for all our colleagues; ensuring the protections of 
tenure itself and the benefits it bring not only to those tenured but to ev-
erybody, including non-tenure track faculty; and insisting on a robust and 
meaningful faculty presence within shared governance structures for every-
thing that is part of our academic life, from presidential and staff searches, 
to allocation of funding across the university, to appropriate support for the 
students we teach. 

The ancient Chinese curse, “May you live in interesting times,” appears 
particularly apt in academic year 2019-2020.  Be sure to join us at the fall 
conference meeting at Morehouse College on Saturday, October 5, 2019, 
where we will discuss all the issues we need to be working on together as 
this new year unfolds.

He was involved in numerous civic organizations, such as the 
Moose and Elk Clubs, Sons of Confederate Veterans, and a board 
member of the Churchill Society.  A senior member of the Car-
rollton Kiwanis Club, Mel was very active in the organization and, 
over the years, gave many well-received programs on the history of 
Georgia politics.  Mel also served as the president of the southeast-
ern region of the Historical Society.  Last year, the History Depart-
ment at UWG instituted an annual award in his honor. In 1985, he 
founded  Georgia’s Political Heritage Program which he continued 
to direct after his retirement in 2004. This is a video/audio tape col-
lection that captures the memory of Georgia political leaders (such 
as former Governors, Lieutenant Governors, House Speakers, US 
Senators and members of Congress) as they relate their roles in the 
state’s political history.

He received awards of merit and service from many civic organizations. 
He also received the Governor’s Award for Lifetime Achievement in the 
Arts & Humanities from Georgia Governor Nathan Deal and both the 
Georgia and Southeast Library Association’s Charles Beard Award.  

***

“I was fortunate enough to have had Dr. Steely as a professor in two 
history classes, which was my minor.  He was, for sure, one of the best I 
had.  And we had some really good ones, including Floyd Hoskins, who 
team-taught one of those courses with Mel and another professor, Newt 
Gingrich.  Then years later our paths started to cross again, brought on by 
common interests and activities.  Mel was one of the few professors with 
whom I had a lasting professional as well as personal relationship.  For that 
I have always been grateful.”     Steve Anthony, UWG class of ‘73
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cont. Turner Outlines Changes to AAUP’s Organizational Structure ...

Proposed Terms of Officers 
4 year terms for all Officers and Council members - with elections occur-
ring in the following two-year staggered system: 
  Class 1:  All officers and two At-Large Council seats 
  Class 2:  Six of the remaining Council seats 
Term limits would be three continuous terms in one office/seat.

Elections

Would occur at biennial meetings held every two years in even num-
bered years. 

Would be held by secret ballot with delegates casting votes equal to 
their allotted number of members in the chapter. 

Chapters with fewer than 250 members would be authorized to form a 
section with such chapters in the same state to elect a delegate to a biennial 
meeting. Each section’s voting strength and delegate count would be based 
on the accumulated members in the chapters participating in the section.

Different treatment will occur for those who are at-large members. It 
was proposed to form a national chapter for all At-Large members who 
are not members of an individual chapter. Its membership could select 
delegates and be authorized to attend and vote at the biennial meeting.

Merger of AAUP and AAUP-CBC 
 It was proposed that the AAUP Collective Bargaining Congress (CBC) 
would be dissolved as a 501(c)(5) organization effective 1-1-20 and merged 
into the 501(c)(6) AAUP Professional Association. CBC dues would be 
rolled into AAUP dues at rates for CB chapters. CBC assets and liabilities 

The South has fewer members than any other area of the country.  
This includes: 
Florida - 1077/104 union 
Georgia - 375 
Texas - 359 
Virginia - 292 
Tennessee - 261/10 union 
Louisiana - 216 
North Carolina - 253 
South Carolina - 196 
Kentucky - 106 
Alabama - 97 
Oklahoma - 90 
Arkansas - 88 
Mississippi - 68 
West Virginia - 31 

In comparison, California has 604 members/1113 unionized 
members; New York has 963 members/2769 unionized members; 
and Michigan has 106 members/4025 unionized members. 

It was pointed out by an attendee that HBCU’s are densely con-
centrated in the south and that what is being proposed would give 
them less representation.

One attendee asked about the possibility of electronic voting as 
a way of giving the membership as a group a better opportunity to 
participate in governance matters.  Brian explained, however, that the 
National Labor Relations Board has stipulated that any union voting 
must be by a guaranteed ballot.

AS YOUR CHAPTER MAKES HISTORY, 

PRESERVE ITS ACHIEVEMENTS FOR POSTERITY 
   Keep in mind that a special collection exists in the Hargrett Rare Book and

Manuscript Library at the University of Georgia which contains documents from
individual AAUP chapters in the state as well as documents detailing the founding and subsequent 

operations of the GA Conference of the AAUP.

Consider making it a routine responsibility of your AAUP chapter to send information regarding your 
chapter’s achievements and operations to this archive.  This could be done in the form of an annual report, 
or simply by preserving and forwarding extra copies of all minutes, handouts, treasurer’s reports, photos, 
studies, initiatives, presentations, recordings, announcements, position papers, accomplishments, chapter 

newsletters, correspondence, etc., to:

Katherine Stein 
Hargrett Rare Book and Manuscript Library 

University of Georgia Libraries 
Russell Special Collections Bldg. 

300 South Hull Street 
Athens, GA  30602 
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cont. Turner Outlines Changes to AAUP’s Organizational Structure ...

This has been an especially slow interim 
year on the General Assembly front.  
Usually in the “off year,” that is, the year 
after the two-year election cycle, there 
is a flurry of activity related to studying 
legislation and proposing ideas for new 
bills.  That is not to say there has been no 
drama though.

The two biggest items garnering 
attention this interim are the ones floating 

ways to generate money in the gambling arena and the move by the 
Governor to cut the budget.  One is not totally divorced from the 
other.

The move to cut the budget is an especially curious one as 
Governor Kemp supported the budget just passed that went into 
effect July 1.  Not a week later, he deemed it in danger of being 
underfunded!  Even the leadership in the General Assembly finds 
this curious. (More on that in a minute.)  On top of that, Governor 
Kemp is still determined to call for an additional 1/4% tax rate cut 
next January while giving the balance of the pay raise he promised 
during the campaign.  All this is far away from being a done deal, 
however.  Of course, such proposals will have significant impact 

on state employees, so look for a lot of jockeying from various groups, 
including higher education.

The General Assembly, mostly the House, is perplexed by these moves 
by the Governor and has reacted accordingly.  The Speaker has created a 
committee to look at “alternative” forms of revenue to see if actions can be 
taken to offset the moves by the Governor, if the Governor gets his way.  
The House will have a lot to say about that occurring, so they get two bites 
at the apple.  Speaker Ralston explicitly said the alternative means could 
include other forms of gambling.  There already are fireworks generated 
from that comment, with more to come.

Then there are the actions by the Board of Regents (BOR) that will 
affect faculty.  At the time of this writing, there is heated discussion on 
adjustments to the healthcare benefits for employees and retirees.  We are 
in the process of gathering more detailed information from the University 
System of Georgia HR office to make sure we have all the facts.  When we 
get this, we will pass more on to you, which hopefully will be very soon 
after this newsletter is distributed.  Stay tuned to the website. Other actions 
of the BOR include curriculum adjustments and campus regulations.  
Notes available from Anne Richards, our newsletter editor, who attended 
the BOR meeting in August, will be posted on the Conference website 
once particular issues discussed there are clarified

Legislative Report
by Steve Anthony, Senior 
Lecturer, retired

would be transferred to the AAUP. The 501(c)(3) AAUP Foundation 
would continue to exist as is; this supports the AAUP Legal Defense 
Fund.

The Assembly of State Conferences would be eliminated by 
removal of the constitutional provisions that earlier created it.

There is no proposal to undo the Conference Development and 
Support Fund. It would continue through some entity other than 
the ASC in the future, however.

No changes are contemplated with regard to State Conferences, 
but a working group will be making recommendations as to how 
some coordinating body could best serve state conferences.

Turner then assured attendees that all involved in considering 
proposals for restructuring are committed to maintaining the Sum-
mer Institutes, the current staff at the national office, and state 
Conferences. And he asked what mechanisms attendees thought 
would enable the national AAUP to serve the Conference most effec-
tively if the ASC is eliminated as proposed. He encouraged attendees 
to contact him personally with ideas they might have at bturner@
rmc.edu

Scotty Scott suggested that one possibility would be to establish 
more formally the Southeastern Regional group of advocacy Confer-
ences and have that be our ASC equivalent.  We have so much in 
common we could address our issues through the AAUP.

A State Conference President from one of the states in this region 
attending today’s meeting stated:  “That’s why we’re here.”

An attendee asked if a certain number of people on the Council could 
be designated as having to be from advocacy states.

Turner explained that this issue had come up in discussions of reorga-
nization, but given the relatively small membership on any future Council, 
creating rules for such things was thought not to be useful.  It may have to 
be addressed again at some point, however, in an effort to achieve greater 
diversity on the Council in the future.

Turner stressed that the AAUP considers all faculty part of One Fac-
ulty.  Some can organize in a legal sense.  But we all should be working to 
organize our faculties and strengthen them through the organizing process.  
Turner also noted that Georgia is exceptional in many ways because Steve 
Anthony has considerable expertise in working with the state Legislature 
and is available to do the work he does in the area of government relations. 
In comparison, in some states there is just a red alert type call put out 
through the AAUP in an effort to mobilize the membership of AAUP on 
behalf of particular issues.

Another attendee stressed the benefit of professional liability insur-
ance that is associated with membership in the AAUP.  If people knew 
about this, more might be inclined to join the organization.  It’s routine 
for teachers in the public schools to get professional liability insurance, this 
individual stated.  But too few in higher education do this or appreciate its 
value.

Time-Line Regarding Proposals for Change

Turner explained that the AAUP Council would meet March 30, 
2019 and vote on proposed constitutional amendments to be 
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KEEP IN MIND . . . 
The GA Conference of AAUP newsletter is now only available in an online form.   

PLEASE SPREAD THE WORD on your campus about how to access the 
newsletter on the Conference website:  Go to 

http://aaupgeorgia.wordpress.com/
and click on the newsletters archived there. Please encourage colleagues  

who are not current members to discover that our newsletter and website  
contain information and articles of interest and benefit to all in the higher  
education community. Let’s do our best to get this word out far and wide!
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cont. Turner Outlines Changes to AAUP’s Organizational Structure ...

presented by the Contingency Planning Working Group (chaired 
by Michael DeCesare and including ASC Vice Chair Irene Mulvey).  
Constitutional amendments approved by Council will be announced 
to the membership at least one month before the National Meeting.  
The ASC would meet on June 4, 2019 to elect new members and 
discuss its likely short future.  Credentialed delegates to the National 
Meeting would vote on proposed amendments on June 15, 2019.

EDITORIAL NOTE:  The above-described changes were 
approved at the annual meeting of the AAUP on June 15, 2019.  
For details about how the AAUP constitution has changed at the 
national level, go to the AAUP website.

SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS of CHANGES to the national 
AAUP Constitution

• The former AAUP constitution was superseded by the 
amended AAUP constitution at the June 15, 2019 meeting.

• Effective January 1, 2020, the 2020 AAUP Collective 
Bargaining dues for full-time, entrant, associate, and retiree 
member categories will be increased by $23, and the 2020 
AAUP Collective Bargaining dues for part-time and graduate 
student member categories will be increased by $10.

• Graduate students are now included as “active members,” 
along with any person who holds a professional position of 
teacher, researcher, graduate student, or related professional 
appointment.  Administrators are excluded but included are 
any members of a bargaining unit represented by a chapter 
at a college, university, or professional school of similar 
grade accredited in the US or Canada.”  “Associates” are no 
longer officially designated as “members” of AAUP.  Persons 
not covered by the definition of “active member” (provided 
above) may become affiliated with the AAUP but are not 
voting members of the Association and are not required to 
be affiliated with a chapter.

• Active members who choose to be transferred to “retired” 
membership retain all rights and privileges accorded to 
active members in the Constitution, including the right to 
hold office.

• Council members will be elected from each of five geo-
graphic regions [instead of 10 geographic districts as they 
were formerly] and three additional Council members will 

be elected on an At-Large basis. No more than one at-large Coun-
cil member may be from the same region.

• Our Region (#2) now includes the following states/area:  Alabama, 
Arkansas, Delaware, DC, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Louisiana, 
Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Caro-
lina, Texas, Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia.

• State Conferences are no longer permitted to elect up to two 
delegates authorized to vote at biennial national meetings. Voting 
at meetings of the national AAUP is restricted to delegates of 
chapters with at least 250 members or a consortium of chapters 
in a given state that have 250 or more aggregate members. An 
individual chapter or consortium of chapters electing delegates per 
each 250 members can do so up to a maximum of 10 delegates.

• All members of the Association are invited to attend the national 
meeting, but only accredited delegates from chapters in good 
standing are entitled to participate in elections and to a voice and 
vote on matters brought before the national meeting.

• All AAUP members must be in a chapter with a national At-Large 
chapter comprised of members not eligible for membership in 
another chapter.

• The number of Council meetings held annually has increased to 
3 per year while the number of members necessary for a quorum 
and for calling a special meeting has been reduced.

• The Executive Committee is made up of the Officers of the 
national AAUP. Rationale: a smaller Council will assume many of 
the duties formerly delegated to the prior Executive Committee.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION shared in Power Point by Brian 
Turner.

Functions of a State Conference include Solidarity, Collective Advoca-
cy, Committee A work, Committee on Governance, Chapter Development, 
and Membership Recruitment.

Solidarity: State conferences provide information and support for 
chapters, especially those particularly besieged by their administrations.  
“You are not alone!”  Support can come from an independent voice.  Of-
ficers of the State Conference can speak for the state membership, and for 
the conscience of the faculty everywhere, in support of faculty at particular 
institutions.

Collective Advocacy:  The State Conference can speak for 
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the membership and for faculty generally through (1) a whole range 
of Government Relations activities; 2) Statements to Boards of Trust-
ees regarding an array of matters; (3) Media strategies; (4) Mobiliza-
tion on behalf of besieged and beleaguered chapters.

Committee A on Academic Freedom and Tenure:  Should serve 
to receive referrals regarding individual or collective complaints of 
violations of academic freedom and tenure.  Committee A chair 
should provide good advice to complainants; and help refer seri-
ous cases to the Department of Academic Freedom, Tenure, and 
Governance (DAFTG).  See mailto:https://www.aaup.org/about/
elected-leaders/assembly-stateconferences/conference-support/state-
conference-committee

Committee on Governance: Addresses cases of complaints of 
violations of shared governance principles and helps complainants fo-
cus on AAUP principles and document violations in writing. (When 
shared governance is under attack, it is likely an administration is en-
gaged in many other abuses, and, while these should be denounced, 
they may not be AAUP issues.) In most state conferences, this is 
more of a function than a committee.

Chapter Development & Membership Recruitment: State 
conferences should be involved in chapter development; providing 
chapters with ideas, initiatives, and funds for activities that advance 
AAUP principles and recruit membership.  A chapter development 
(or chapter services) chair should receive requests for support or pro-
vide outreach amd  identify campuses with seven or more (or nearly 
seven) members and promote establishment of a chapter.

Good Practices for Conferences: These include: Financial Rec-
titude; Democratic Governance; Regard for Association Principles, 
Policies, and Procedures; Organizational Requirements; and Com-
munication of basic Conference information to the national office.

Funding for State Conferences 
State Conferences receive “revenue sharing” from national dues col-
lections through three avenues:

Per capita distribution: Two thirds of the AAUP’s Conference 
Support and Development is automatically distributed to state con-
ferences based on membership number.

Conference Development Grants. One-third of the fund is 
distributed to special proposals designed to enhance the goals of the 
AAUP.  Applications are received once each semester (October 15 
and April 1).

ASC Conference Grants. Currently, an ASC budget line exists to 
provide some funding for all active conferences that apply, although 
funding for this may not be available in the future.  See: https://
www.aaup.org/about/elected-leaders/assembly-state-conferences/
funding-state-conferences

LOOKING FOR ILLUMINATING 
INFORMATION, INSIGHT, and INSPIRATION

REGARDING AAUP POLICIES, PROCEDURES, 
and STANDARDS?

CONSIDER ATTENDING AN AAUP SUMMER INSTITUTE
OR SENDING A CHAPTER REPRESENTATIVE THERE

AAUP Summer Institutes feature
workshops on a wide range of topics, including:

• Building campaigns around campus issues
• Recruiting and developing effective chapter leaders

• Using grievances to activate membership
• Using the Redbook to foster sound policies

• Strengthening shared governance and academic freedom protec-
tions on campus

• Analyzing institutions’ audited financial statements (including 
from your own campus)

Presenters experienced in policy strategy, organizing, and leadership 
offer skills and tools to build a more powerful voice on your campus.

With the national Conference going to once every two years, these 
yearly institutes become most important.

For more information, check the national AAUP website in 2020.
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